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Mr. Wilkinson’s Patent.
Victoria. Parliamentary Paper.
Reply to question put by Mr. J. S. Johnston, 16th May, 1861, for a Copy of the Report
of the Board appointed to enquire into Mr. Wilkinson’s Patent for the Extraction
of Gold from Quartz. Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 25th
June, 1861. Melbourne : Government printer, 1861. Foolscap folio, string bound,
pp 8, [3] lithographed plates illustrating Wilkinson’s machine and its location at
Warrandyte on the Yarra, fine.
Wilkinson’s machinery relied on the process of calcination to extract gold from
quartz, and he had trialled it at the Anderson’s Creek diggings. This report
compares the economic efficiency of Wilkinson’s machinery at Anderson’s Creek
with that of the Port Phillip and Colonial Gold Mining Company’s Works at Clunes,
which extracted gold by burning quartz in open kilns of 100 tons. Although
Wilkinson’s method was actually found to be more costly in terms of labour and
fuel, the compilers of the report suggest that a new invention being tested on a
limited scale is at a distinct disadvantage when in competition with an established,
large scale operation, and they therefore recommend that a special furnace be
constructed (at a cost of 380 pounds) in order to more accurately test the efficacy
of Wilkinson’s method. In particular, the Board wishes to find out if Wilkinson’s
method has the potential to give a higher yield of gold than the established
method, as such a result could justify the higher running costs of the calcination
process.
$ 330
42

# 3819

Australie : voyage autour du monde / par le comte de Beauvoir
BEAUVOIR, L. (Ludovic) marquis de
Paris : Plon, 1869 (second edition). Small octavo, quarter-bound marbled boards,
spine with raised bands and gilt title and decoration, marbled endpapers, x, 363
pp, two folding maps, two tipped-in albumen print photographs of Australian
Aborigines (King Tatambo and Queen Susan of the Murray River area, northwest
Victoria). A handsome copy.
This is the first part of de Beauvoir’s memoirs of his round the world voyage. It
covers his sojourn in Port Phillip and visits to Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong and the
Murray River; as well as his trips to Tasmania (Launceston and Hobart Town),
Sydney (including Botany Bay and the Blue Mountains), Newcastle, Brisbane,
north Queensland and the Torres Strait.
$ 550

# 776

The island-world of the Pacific : journey notes
VOJNICH, Oscar
Budapest [Hungary] : Pallas Literary, 1909. A presentation copy, the author’s
personal card pasted down on front free endpaper; plus another (loose) copy of
author’s card; a holograph letter by the author in English sent from Rangoon (June
1911) to Colonel G. Buijs in Java informing him of an impending visit and thanking
him for previous assistance; and a holograph letter by the author in German sent
from Dutch East Indies (July 1911, in original envelope), again to Colonel G. Buijs
in Java, presenting him with a copy of the book; the book is signed by G. Buijs
on front free endpaper. Octavo, gilt decorated cloth, spine with gilt lettering
(slightly worn, short seam split), marbled endpapers, 455 pp (451-454 detached),
illustrated with black and white photographic plates, folding map. Scarce.
A little-known travel memoir of a Hungarian visitor’s tour around the Pacific. The
narrative includes Fremantle, Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne, Ballarat, Launceston,
Hobart, an extensive account of New Zealand, Cook Islands, Tahiti, Hawaiian
Islands, Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, Bismarck Archipelago, New Guinea, Macao, Hong
Kong, French Indochina and Ceylon.
$ 660

# 1419

The king
LINDSAY, Ruby
Circa 1919.
Pen and ink on paper.
250 X 430mm (image)
305 X 500mm (sheet)
Signed: Ruby Lind
Silverfishing to right of image.
Small loss in centre of image, expertly restored.
Captioned in pencil verso.
$ 6,600

# 235
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Manuscript letter to Édouard Adet, of Curcier & Adet, wine
merchants, 1863

Satyrs & Sunlight: Silvarum Libri
[LINDSAY]. McCRAE, Hugh.
With pictures and decorations by Norman Lindsay. Sydney: John Sands Ltd, 1909.
Folio, quarter-vellum and decorated papered boards (sunned and worn), 149pp.
some foxing to the text, includes twenty-one full-page plates and numerous
vignette illustrations. Limited to 130 copies, signed and numbered by McCrae, The
plates include eight tipped-in original Norman Lindsay sepia-toned lithographs,
each signed by the artist in the image.
Presentation copy signed and inscribed by Hugh McCrae to Bertram Stevens (1872
– 1922), noted literary and art critic and editor of The Bulletin’s Red Page (190910) and later Art in Australia.
$ 2,500
44

# 214

CURCIER & ADET
Entire letter (single folded octavo sheet of blue writing paper), addressed to
Edouard Adet Esq., Curcier & Adet, Post Office, Castlemaine, the addressed side
franked with 4d stamp of the Colony of Victoria and postmarked Melbourne SE
8 63, with rubber cachet in blue of Curcier & Adet, Melbourne, arrival cancel of
Castlemaine Victoria SE 9 63 on reverse, along with remains of wax seal, message
written in French over one-and-a-quarter sides, signed by one of Adet’s business
associates, whose identity is not certain (although the signature looks tantalizingly
like de Pury); the letter was roughly opened by Adet, resulting in partial loss of one
line of the message; otherwise, the letter is clean and legible.
$ 220

# 3536

Eugene von Guerard. A German Romantic in the Antipodes 1811
- 1901
BRUCE, Candice; COMSTOCK, Edward & McDONALD, Frank
Martinborough (N.Z.) : Alister Taylor Publishers, 1982. Oblong folio, thick boards
bound in gilt-decorated half-crushed morocco over linen, pp. 306 with numerous
full colour plates, ribbon marker and drawstring, housed in a matching clamshell
box (slightly sunned). A magnificent tribute to the great colonial painter, this
weighty and substantial volume is not only a detailed survey of von Guerard’s life,
but also a fine work in its own right.
$ 750

# 4046

Photographic portrait of a young girl, Castlemaine, circa 1863
WHERRETT, Charles
Albumen print photograph, carte de visite format, 101 x 63 mm, verso with
studio imprint C. Wherrett, Photographic Artist. Post Office Portrait Rooms.
Barker St. Castlemaine. Both the albumen print and mount are in fine condition.
Wherrett ran a studio in Castlemaine during the years 1862-3, making this a very
early goldfields carte de visite. Wherrett’s composition has a mesmeric, threedimensional quality, with the awkward little girl appearing to float on her own
plane at the centre of the image.
$ 90

# 4043

